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• I did my B.Tech in Biotechnology and my interest in craft beers 
landed me in Japan.

• Worked with Hitachino Nest beer company in Japan 2016-2019 
which is Japan’s number one craft beer company, where 
kickstarted my career in brewing and that was my beer crew on 
the right.

• Then I came back to India and worked with Geist in Bangalore.

• Now currently doing my executive MBA and preparing for Brewing 
exam from Institute of brewing and distilling while I am 
homebrewing and enjoying my beers.

• And this is my homebrewed Hefe enjoying with my friends.

Self Introduction



Overview

Welcome to the Craft wheat beer brewing webinar. This is where you will make the 
transition from a brewing novice to someone who know about it! In days to come, you 
can look back on this as the starting point of your beer brewing. This webinar  will give 
you an understanding of the brewing process. It will also inform you about the various 
activities of your Homebrew. You should come away with a basic understanding of what 
beer is and how it is made. All the information presented in this session will give you 
basic idea about what you will be doing while brewing your batch of wheat beer and 
why you will be doing so!



LESSON 
INFORMATION

• Pre-requisite Knowledge:

• None

• Learning Outcomes:

1.Understand the importance of all 
the raw materials we will use.

2.Understand the process of brewing.

3.How to brew a batch of wheat beer.

4.Understand the importance of each
step in the process.

5.Understand how to ferment our 
wort with the yeast.

6.How to bottle the final beer and 
how to let them condition before 
you can drink them with your 
friends and family.

7.Q & A.





Water- Water is the main ingredient in beer. It plays 

several important roles in the brewing process. we can 

safely assume that it significantly impacts the beer’s 

final flavor and quality. It is thus essential that we use 

reliable source of good quality water.



Malted Barley- malted 
barley as its most important 
raw material, as it provides 
the basic building blocks for 
yeast growth and beer 
flavor.

Malted wheat- Foam 
stability. Also required for 
Bavarian wheat beer flavor 
profile.
Unmalted wheat- Cost, 
haze/color, flavor profile for 
Belgian Wit beer style.



Hops- Hops are generally used in small quantities, yet they have a large impact on beer flavor. 
They are the primary source of bitterness in the beer, and they offer a range of distinctive 
aromas. These aromas can vary from floral and herbal through to citrus and tropical fruit. In 
addition to flavor, hops also contribute other properties to the beer. As a result, the brewing 
process uses several different hop products at various stages.



Yeast- Wort flavor is very pleasant. Within it we can 

easily detect the ‘biscuity’ flavors from our malt, and the 
bitterness and floral/herbal notes from our hops. 
However, its other overwhelming character is 
sweetness. Compare this with beer and bear in mind that 
it is the yeast that brings about the change in flavor. 
With this knowledge, it is impossible to ignore the value 
of this microorganism.



Understand the process 
of brewing.

What you need, to get started with the process-

1. One stock pot or any steel vessel at home ( Capacity 15-

20L ).

2. One brew bag to hold and strain out your malts after 

mashing or a juice filter.

3. A mash paddle or any household steel serving spoon for 

mixing while mashing, to maintain consistent temperature.

4. A water can with tap( 20L ) that we can find in any drinking 

water suppliers store with Jar cap to which you can 

connect one 3 piece airlock(Grommet- rubber gasket) from 

arishtam.com.
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https://youtu.be/cMt6mtlo5gM

https://youtu.be/cMt6mtlo5gM


5. Used beer bottles.

6. Crown caps and butterfly bottle capper needs to be 
ordered.

7. Hydrometer and Graduate cylinder to check your 
Specific Gravity ( optional- only buy if you are keen in 
knowing alcohol percentage in your final beer.

8. Thermometer to check temperature of the mash.
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INGREDIENTS

8.5 L of Mash water to start with plus 6 L sparging 
water.
1.2 kg Wheat malt
1.2 kg Pilsner malt
12 g Hallertau Hersbrucker hops (2.4 % alpha)
½ packet (6 gm)  Safbrew WB06 yeast or Wheat beer 
yeast CS31 from Arishtam.com.

Recipe 

METHOD
MASH PROGRAMME
1.Start adding malts to water when it is 69 C
2.Maintain at 65 °C › 40 min
3.Raise to 73 °C › 15 min
4.Raise to 78 °C to stop enzyme activity and lift the
malt bag and add sparge water on top of it.
5.Boiling › 60min

HOP ADDITION
12 g Hallertau Hersbrucker hops › last 10 min of boil



Procedure:

STEP 1 : 

Sanitizing- The most important step. Nothing can spoil a 

batch of beer faster than bacteria around us.

You should clean all your equipment and the sanitize it 

with Sanitizing with ANPHOSSAN, I placed it online from 
arishtam.com, before using it.



Steep grains in hot( refer to recipe ) but not boiling water 
to make wort, a sweet liquid that basically is unfermented 
beer.

Step 2: Mashing



Bring wort to rolling boil and reduce the flame slightly to 
continue boiling for 80 min, last 10 min before boil add 
hop. 

Step 3: Boiling



Chill wort and transfer it to the sanitized fermenter( in our 
case its 20L RO water can.

Pitch yeast, pitch means adding the dry yeast to the 
fermenter and letting it sit in cool dark place away from 
sunlight for a week or 2.

Step 4 : Fermentation – It is the 

process where sugar is converted into alcohol and 
CO2 by yeast.



You now have beer but it is flat beer. And I’m sure you 
wont enjoy drinking it flat. In order to carbonate it, you 
must prime it with additional sugars 10g Per L and bottle 
it. Then store it away from sunlight, and in cool dry place,
wait at least two weeks and refrigerate it before serving. 

Step 5: Bottling 

ABV(%) = (Initial Gravity - Final Gravity) * 131.25

Initial gravity is taken in the start of fermentation( before 

pitching the yeast)

Final gravity is taken in the end before bottling.



Pick up a bottle from refrigerator and pour it in a clean 
tall glass and enjoy your brew.

Step 6: Drink up! Of course 
after all the hard work.



How I brew.



Interesting facts

• Hefeweizen (hay-fuh-veyt-ssenn) is the original wheat beer and remains one of the 
best-known among the many styles of beer available on the market. It originated in 
Germany, uses a top-fermenting ale yeast, and at least 50 percent wheat malts 
alongside barley.

• Left unfiltered, hefeweizen is recognizable by its cloudiness and impressive white 
head, as well as the yeast it leaves behind in an empty glass. It's a crisp, drinkable 
ale that is a favorite during the summer months.



Questions & answers



Thank you and stay safe.

Lets connect on social platforms

https://www.facebook.com/soundera.rajan92

linkedin.com/in/soundera-rajan-satya-1b430710b

https://www.facebook.com/soundera.rajan92
https://www.linkedin.com/in/soundera-rajan-satya-1b430710b

